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English 101
Lecture (24)

Revision: Past Continuous

UNIT 10: Communication  



• The simple past talks about something that happened before. It 
happened and it finished. Some words are regular and just have -ed
added at the end like walked, helped, and played. Others are irregular 
and have many variations like ate, began, and slept. The past continuous 
talks about something that was happening before, but for a period of 
time. It uses was or were + verb-ing like was eating or were playing. It 
gives a background for something that was happening while a different 
event happened. 

• Example: While I was eating, the telephone rang. 
• So, during the time I was eating (let's say from 6:30-7:00 p.m.) somebody 

called my house (let's say they called at 6:49p.m.) One thing happened 
(simple past) during the period of time another thing was happening 
(past continuous)  

• Here is another example: They saw an old man as they were walking 
down the street. 

• You can think of walking as a video. You see the movement. You see the 
time passing. Think of saw as a photo. It is one point of time. You don't 
think of the time passing. 

• I dreamed in English when I was sleeping.
She was listening to the radio when the mail came.
They visited Sydney when they were traveling in Australia.



• When I (do)_________the washing-up, I (break) _____________ a plate. 
• While Tom (play) _____________the piano, his mother (do) 

_____________ the washing-up. 
• He (drink) _____________some juice and then he (eat) _____________a 

few chips. 
• I (have) _____________dinner when I suddenly (hear) _____________a 

loud bang. 
• When my father (work) _____________in the garden, an old friend (pass) 

_____________by to see him. 
• She (go) _____________to school, (take) _____________out her textbook 

and (begin) _____________to read. 
• When it (start) _____________to rain, our dog (want) _____________to 

come inside. 
• When Jane (do) _____________a language course in Ireland, she (visit) 

_____________Blarney Castle. 
• When I (be) _____________on my way home, I (see) _____________an 

accident. 
• I (not / understand) _____________what they (talk) 

_____________about. 



1. was doing, I broke

2. was playing, was doing

3. He drank, he ate

4. I was having, I suddenly heard

5. was working, passed

6. She went, took, began

7. started, wanted

8. was doing, she visited

9. I was, I saw

10.I did not understand, were talking







1. False. Alma says e-mail is quicker than anything else. 

2. True. 

3. False. Mayumi thinks text messages are more fun than phone calls. 

4. False. Ken says video conferences are less expensive than business trips. 

5. True. 







1. Most people use texting for personal communication. A few people use it for work. 

2. It needs it’s own language because it’s quicker to “write” without apostrophes and 
vowels. It does not use correct spelling and complete words. 

3. See possible answers in Part B. 

4. Some people think it encourages bad punctuation and spelling. 


